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Introduction: Planetary pits and caves are rare
opportunities to investigate the geologic history,
morphology, mineralogy, and origin of bodies
throughout the solar system. Orbiters have discovered
pits on Venus[1], Earth[2], the Moon[3][4],
Mars[5][6], Eros[7], and Europa[8], but orbital image
quality is not of sufficient resolution for scientific
study of planetary pit surfaces.
Rover missions to survey planetary pits could
capture thousands of high-resolution, high-dynamic
range, overlapping images of pit interiors and process
them in situ to create textured 3D meshes. Mesh
models of planetary pits will be smaller than the vast,
high-resolution imagery used to construct them while
still encompassing all information necessary to study
pit layer sequences, mineralogy, and morphology.
This paper describes the method for creating such
models and presents real-world evidence to
demonstrate the coverage, geometric accuracy, and
resolution achievable by this method.
Pit Modeling Rover: Pit modeling begins with
surface exploration and image collection. For this
purpose, we propose a new class of small, fast rover
equipped with a high-resolution pan/tilt camera. Our
prototype micro-rover carries a 20 megapixel camera
mounted on a pan axis. The camera tilt mechanism is
shared with the solar panel, which minimizes the
number of actuators and enables the rover to peer over
the edge of the pit to image the floor.

Fig. 1. A prototype pit exploration rover with
narrow-angle camera and pan/tilt capability.
Unlike prior planetary rovers, this pit exploration
rover will leverage modern computing to power its
autonomous exploration and perform significant in situ

data processing. The prototype rover carries an NVidia
Jetson TX2, a modern compute module with six CPUs
and one general purpose GPU. Ruggedized versions of
these modules are expected to survive short lunar
missions and are currently being tested on two
satellites in low earth orbit.
The pit exploration rover will select vantage points
around the rim of the pit and navigate to them. At each
vantage point, it will use its pan/tilt camera to capture
high-resolution, overlapping images of the far pit wall
with exposures ranging from as short as 600usec to as
long as 30 seconds. The multiple exposures are
immediately merged using high dynamic range
techniques to ensure that details are captured and
preserved in the brightly lit pit rim and the dimly lit pit
floor.

Fig. 2. (Top Row) Images captured across a wide
exposure range are combined into a single high
dynamic range (HDR) image of the pit.
The hundreds of overlapping HDR images captured
at each vantage point are next merged into panoramas.
Because the image capture pattern is a priori known,
this can be done efficiently as a preprocessing step
prior to photogrammetry.
Once panoramas have been created from two or
more vantage points, the rover uses multi-view stereo
to construct its first pit model. As the rover explores
the pit and captures new panoramas, they are
progressively incorporated into the pit model.
Terrestrial Analog Pit Modeling:
Image Collection. W
 e have previously identified
and imaged a terrestrial analog pit with similar
dimensions and morphology to known lunar pits. The
West Desert Sinkhole is a terrestrial pit with
dimensions and morphology comparable to several
known lunar pits. It is approximately 25 meters in
diameter and 30 meters deep. We collected 42,000
images from 26 locations around the rim of the pit.
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Photogrammetry. We divide the images of the
West Desert Sinkhole into three batches, to simulate a
rover exploring the pit with progressively longer
traversals. Using COLMAP, an open source
photogrammetry package, we construct a series of
textured triangle mesh models of the analog pit [9][10].

Fig. 3. Incremental pit models constructed from 4
(top), 8 (center), and 12 (bottom) locations around the
pit rim. Model coverage improves as images are added.
LIDAR Ground Truth. T
 o quantify the coverage
and accuracy of the photogrammetric pit models, we
captured 44 LIDAR scans of the terrestrial pit and
surrounding terrain. The combined co-registered model
contains 3.7 million colored points.
Pit Model Value:
Model Coverage. By co-registering the series of
photogrammetric pit models in the same coordinate
frame as the LIDAR ground truth model, it is possible
to quantify the surface area coverage of each model in
the series. As expected, coverage improves with each
image acquisition, but perhaps unexpectedly,
significant coverage was achieved by the first model in
the sequence. Images captured from a 30 degree sector
of the pit rim were sufficient to model ~95% of the pit
interior surface.
Geometric Accuracy. The photogrammetric models
agree closely with the LIDAR ground truth. Over the
top 25 meters of the pit interior, the average point to
plane deviation between the photogrammetric model
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and the LIDAR point cloud is ~5 cm. As expected,
accuracy decreases with range. 25 meters below the pit
rim, deviations rise sharply to exceed one meter. This
is caused by the increase in stereo depth error as a
function of range and poor visibility of the cavern at
the bottom of the pit.
Spatial Resolution. The photogrammetric pit
models average 19K points per square meter of pit
surface. On average, each pixel of texture data spans a
4.3mm square patch of the pit surface.
Data Compression. The series of pit models are
530 MB after lossless zip compression. The original
imagery compressed using standard JPEG compression
is 8.7 GB.
Discussion:
NASA provides access to high resolution
photogrammetric scans of rock samples from the
Apollo program and the Antarctic meteorite collection
[11]. These 3D models are being used to study the
mineralogy and morphology of moon rocks and
meteorites, but they provide only point samples of their
original geologic context.
The pit modeling procedure presented and
evaluated here produces models of vast lunar
landmarks with subcentimeter spatial resolution and
highly accurate geometry. These models encompass a
much larger sample of their surrounding geologic
context. Lunar pit models will enable remote study of
exposed bedrock layer sequences, lunar thermal
history, and lunar origin with greater resolution and
context than previously possible.
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